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About This Game

You hear a scream in the middle of the night. You wake up and see your sister lying on the floor lifeless…

You will have to reach the heart of the Empire to find out who ordered to kill her and why.

Your intentions are clear, you will not spare anyone who stands in your way…

Features:

- Simple and intuitive controls to put you immediately at the core of the action.

- No waste of time by navigating through several menus or by having to remember complex combos.

- The appeal of an old "arcade" mechanics from the past, but with a more dynamic and "modern" rhythm.

- Simple game mechanics but requiring a lot of practice to be mastered at its best.

- Short and fast levels, perfect even for quick gaming sessions.

- Fluid animations and fast action.

- 3 bonus games that will empower your character.
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- 20 different levels.

- Fast and accurate system of impacts.

- Very rewarding collisions.

- Dynamic camera that emphasizes combat phases.
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This game was released nearly 3 years ago at the time of my writing this and I wish they had a sequel out at this point. A.R.E.S
EX is an amazing game and definatly worth it. I got the game on sale for a grand \u00a31.60 instead of it's base \u00a36.99.
This game is a remake of the A.R.E.S Extinction Agenda and isn't just that, they added in a new character with their own story
and ending, along with 2 new levels not seen in the origional AEA. Tarus, the new character added, uses the same base weapons
as Ares, yet he is, in my eyes, more of a beef-y character, with his first gun you start the game with working as Ares' once you
upgrade it once. His design is significantly different to Ares aswell, showning the plit between the two. This game is a 2.5d
platforming shooter in the vein of Mega Man and Metroid from back in the 8-bit era. This game is so much more of a tribute to
Mega Man than Mighty No. 9, with more challenging game design and bosses. It doesn however work in a linear story, with
upgrades seen through the game and backtracking allowed to unlock everything you miss while going through the game.. Death
is inevitable.. get the R18 patch. yes the writing can be pretty poorly translated but not enough to keep you from understanding
what's going on.
Odalisque and Gorgon best girls. Not bad at all for a mobile game but my opinion is totally biased since I like this type of
games. The only issue I have is that the enemy animations are quite poor and slow as if they are lagging..? Nobody is answering
me about this issue on the forums though.

Reminds me of the ps1 era Dino Crisis but with zombies and much much better controls.. A very enjoyable game. Excellent
program! Definatly worth the price. Runs smoothly, easy to use, and easy to learn. This has much potential! I have been having
much fun with this.

A few minor bugs are present (One issue is that exporting a game seems to be a bit broken right now) however the dev updates
the program to fix these issues, (and add new features!)

I would reccomend to people who have at least some prior knowledge in: Scripting (LUA), 3D modeling, UV mapping, and
creating textures.. Great practical and fun demonstration of the mixed realities concept, we plan on running the game at a
university-based science event alongside our students work.
Running on the Oculus via the Steam application and we had no issues (aside from our rubber bands holding down the trigger
accidentally).
The games themselves are fun and easy, needing no instructions - only wish there was more of them (but that is coming in the
new update i hear).
Based on the 10-15 people we have tried it on today, the immersion is quick people getting attached to the little critter already.
Konrad also being great at support and swift at answering our questions too.
I see some people have asked who this game is for and I would guess its for people who want to explore other ways to interact in
VR and use real world objects to merge senses more. Certainly a lot of children are enjoying it.
Keep up the development please, would love to see more animations and interactions - maybe use of the mic to call your cat
over or curse !
Thanks again
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It was funny...
for the first 20 minutes
after that the game is incredibly painful to go through. Another disappointment.. The worst part in my opinion. I went through
the previous few times. I don\u2019t want to play this part again, I finished it with great difficulty. It is not that difficult, it just
is not interesting. Everything is too monotonous from part to part. I do not recommend buying at all. Look better at the older
parts.. It is a correct flash-like 2D scroll shooter with interesting gameplay mechanics but it is too expensive for its content..
Selatria: Advent of the Dakk'rian Empire is a 20 hour adventure RPG with voiced dialogue. This is only part one, and the game,
although satisfying up until the end, stops rather abruptly, without letting you know you can't go further.

The story is good, and very well enhanced by the voiced audio. The premise is that two young magicians, after their school is
attacked, must venture to stop the Dakk'rians - the previously conquered enemy of their people - from getting revenge and
capturing the crystal essence of their magic.

There are five characters that join your party, but only four at a given time. Each character has a unique set of skills to level up,
and grinding does help, but is rarely necessary. One of the main characters can switch between three vastly different skillsets
(strongly elemental, curative, or a light mix of both), but must do so outside of battle.

Enemy troops usually take four or five rounds to kill, but it is usually not hard to keep your party alive when facing random
enemies through the various maps. Boss battles are often difficult though, and the heavy dialogue leading up to them makes it
frustrating when you have to start over a dozen times and listen to it all again. Some even have two battles back to back, without
an opportunity to save in between.

The game is linear, and the plot takes you from town to town. Each town has a new set of weapons and armour to buy to
improve your character stats. There is also an annoying discount salesman that appears in various places.

For the most part, travelling through the world happens at a good pace, but there are a few places that seem to go on endlessly,
where it is easy to get lost in a sea of dangerous enemies.

Overall, the game is more enjoyable than the average RPG Maker title.. DO NOT BUY!!!! DEVELOPERS HAVEN'T
UPDATED IN OVER ONE FULL YEAR AND I CAN'T GET MY MONEY BACK BECAUSE I WAS OPTIMISTIC
ABOUT IT!!!!. (Broforce: The Soundtrack)

The minimum requirements are quite accurate.

Seriously, this is a pretty great OST, especially the two goofy vocal songs.. the best 99 cents i think ive ever spent.. (How i got
here\/trivial\/skippable) I got to this game via "Choice of Robots" which positively surprised me. I got Choice of Robots via a
sale and was simply interested in playing a completely text based C&C game. I really liked Choice of Robots, your coices really
mattered and you were able to explore totally different stories. I think i played around 7 playthroughs of Choice of Robots, this
game sadly appears to be a little different.

I managed to stop at a playtime of 115 minutes - yes i am a slow reader - before writing this little review, and at the moment I
am contemplating whether or not i want to refund the game, not necessarily because of the money, but more in order to
weighten my verdict. Keep in mind that i interrupted my first playthrough and that i am thus not capable of garanteeing
anything, the far smaller amount of achievements - compared to Choice of Robots - nevertheless reflects my thoughts.

The story seems to be rather out of your hand, while you could make nearly every single decision in Choice of Robots, this
game let's the protagonist or other characters take crucial decisions for you, eliminating the possibility of different playthroughs
diverging significantly storywise. To elaborate what i mean i'll have to comment on one example for this, which is impossible
without a mild spoiler.
The scene where i stoped and looked at my playtime:

You are making your first real investigation (it did not seem to me that the story could have diverged earlier) and interview
someone who called for help, you get out and talk to your "editor"\/helper who wants to meet and talk about the leads you
gathered. The protagonist and her helper quickly talk about where to meet and it is decided that you meet at a coffee. You can't
decide differently and you still get an achievement for drinking a coffee. This just feels odd. Espacially since the consequences
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of meeting in the office rather than in a coffee place are talked about, instead of giving you the possibility to think about the
different outcomes and make a reflected decision, changing the path the story would take.

All in all i am fairly dissapointed at this game atm, and will consider whether or not i will refund it within the next days.
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